FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT
BETWEEN

Institut pour le Developpement du Conseil et de l'Entreprise (IDCE), Associate institute of the UCO- Universite Catholique de l'Ouest- 3 Place Andre Leroy BP-10808 49008 ANGERS cedex 01 France Represented by Professor Yves Andre PEREZ, Director.

and TBLISI Independant University « Gorgasali » (hereinafter referred to as the University) TBLISIGEORGIA
Represented by Professor Mtiza KATAMADZE, Rector

CONSIDERING the wish of the IDCE Associate institute of the UCO-Universite Catholique de l'Ouest- and TBLISI Independant University « Gorgasali » to collaborate within the framework of different academic programs with the aim of improving students education and training in both institutions

CONSIDERING the mutual benefits to be derived from such an international collaboration on the basis of reciprocity the IDCE (UCO) on the one hand and TBLISI Independant University « Gorgasali » on the other hand have agreed as follows

Article 1 - FIELDS OF COOPERATION

The fields of cooperation include all programs deemed of mutual benefit for both institutions

Article 2 - FORMS OF COOPERATION

The cooperation between both institutions is envisaged at the BBA and the MBA level

2-1 Cooperation at the BBA level

Students that hold 2 years in the BBA program of Unversity GORGASALI will join directly the 3rd year of the BBA program of IDCE (UCO) They will prepare the BBA degree of IDCE (UCO) in one year before completing their 4th year in TBLISI and obtaining the BBA degree of Universality GORGASALI

2-2 Cooperation at the MBA level

-Students that hold the BBA degree of University GORGASALI and they own the TOEFL and the GMAT will join directly the MBA program of IDCE (UCO) The other students that hold only the BBA degree but not the TOEFL and the GMAT will be obliged to study in an intensive one-month pre-MBA class organized at IDCE
UCO: In September before to join the MBA program in October

-Students that hold the first year of the MBA program of University GORGASALI will join directly the 2. year of the MBA program of IOCE (UCO)

2.1 ('ntributionnal h) parLiament thmeanof running

-University GORGASALI will communicate and choose students that will study at the BBA or MBA level in FRANCE

-The IDCE (UCO) will propose for the Academic Year 2011/2012 that students of University GORGASALI pay 4,500 € per year at the BBA level instead of 5,350 € and 7,160 € instead of 8,800 € at the MBA level.

-Both institutions will explain partnership in their respective websites

Article 3 - DURATION AND POSSIBILITY OF EXTENDED THE PROGRAM CONCERNED

The duration of this agreement is 5 years as from signature. It may be extended by mutual consent of both parties.
Both parties reserve the right to terminate the agreement by giving six months written notice.
The present agreement will take effect on signature by both parties.

For the IDCE (UCO),

Yves PEREZ, Director

Date: 2.0

Seal:

Université IOCE
3 place Amédée Espérandieu
49008 ANGERS Cedex 01
Tel. 02 72 79 63 97, Fax: 02 72 79 63 97

For the TBILISI Independent University « Gorgasali »,

Mzia KATAMADZE, Rector

Date: 27 09 2011

Seal: